POW! KAZAM! WOW!

Teen superheroes head back to school in style

THE WEIGH IN:
MEET OUR BIGGEST
LOSER COMPETITORS!

Behind the
fence of Gilbert’s
million-dollar
backyard!
Java Fix
The Coffee Shop brews
hip, local flavors

BUILDING
A FAMILY
Adoptions bring love
home to Gilbert from all
corners of the WORLD

Look winYsOiUdcaen

to see ho
est Loser
join our Bigg enge!
Reader Chall
Paulette Salvia with her adopted daughter, Jessica Salvia.

GO HOME!

beautiful gilbert homes
Homeowners Tony and Marianna
Kitchukov’s Gilbert backyard was
inspired by the Mirage Hotel and
Resort in Las Vegas. Their elaborate setup includes...
Two salt water pools (able to comfortably hold 100 people)
A 15-person hot tub
Five waterfalls
A waterslide
Twenty-two fire features
A putting green
A 3,000-square foot skate park & skate pool
A full size bar
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two pools

What were the challenges to building a
pool of this magnitude?
There are challenges with every job, but for this
particular job it was space. Typically when a pool, or
should I say yard, of this magnitude is built, you are
starting with a clean canvas. With this job, we actually
had to destroy and remove existing items in the yard
to create the space to build. Once the yard was at a
point where we could do a layout of what was going to
be done, it was much easier. The big challenge was to
start basically in the back of the yard and build forward.
Typically with the size of yards now everything is right
in front of you. With this job, the yard was so massive

and stretched around the existing guest house, we had
to plan carefully.
How did the Travel Channel find out about
this home?
They heard about us through the editor in chief of
Aqua Magazine, Kristen Pires.
Have you and Rick worked on
comparable projects?
We have built some other big projects and have
some going on right now but this was the first residential job of this magnitude. This pool also has
more features than even most resort pools, making
it very unique.
Due to the fact that my business partner Rick and I
are from Gilbert and have lived here most of our lives it
was an incredible feeling to be able to build a project like
this and get the recognition that it has. You hear about
guys growing up in a small town and making it happen.
The funny thing about it is we lived in Gilbert when there
was nothing but fields, dairy farms, and one light in the
center of town. To be able to start a business and run it
in the town we are from is a great thing.

It took five months and
thousands of workers to
complete the project!
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We had to up-size the meter to a commercial grade
meter to handle the 22 fire features. This is also one
of the biggest pools ever done in the state with a
Paramount In-Floor Cleaning system. The whole pool
is surrounded by a bullnose travertine tile coping and
a random 3-piece travertine deck. I think the coolest
thing in the yard is the fact that we have four different
bodies of water at different elevations. This sounds like
something small but to accomplish that, and have all of
the flow rates right, is impressive to me.
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What unique features does this
backyard have?
The pool, besides being over the top for any residential home, has over 200 tons of boulders in the
yard, as well as water features - some the size of small
cars. The biggest boulders range from 6-8 tons a piece.
The amount of fire features in the yard is something to
see. There are over 4-million BTU’s of gas in the yard.
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